Studies of decarboxylation in photolysis of alpha-carboxy-2-nitrobenzyl (CNB) caged compounds.
Photolysis of alpha-carboxy-2-nitrobenzyl (CNB) caged compounds, studied here by time-resolved IR and UV spectroscopy, involves at least two pathways. In one, a conventional 2-nitrobenzyl type rearrangement takes place to release the photoprotected species via rapid decay of an aci-nitro intermediate. The alpha-carboxylate moiety of the CNB group is retained and the final by-product from this pathway is 2-nitrosophenylglyoxylate. Direct measurements of product formation confirmed that release via this pathway is faster for CNB-caged compounds than for related caged compounds without an alpha-carboxylate substituent and a rationale for the faster release rate is proposed. In a second pathway, photodecarboxylation of the starting material occurs: this pathway leads only to a slow, minor release of the photoprotected species. The extent to which the latter pathway contributes is affected by the nature of buffer salts in the irradiated solution. It was more prominent in an amine-based buffer (MOPS) than in phosphate buffer.